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COMPANY UPDATE 

Top Glove (TOPG MK)  

  

 

SELL 

(Maintained) 

Share Price RM10.18 
Target Price RM7.80 
Upside -23.4% 

  

COMPANY DESCRIPTION 
Latex glove manufacturer 

STOCK DATA 
GICS sector Health Care

Bloomberg ticker: TOPG MK

Shares issued (m): 1,278.1

Market cap (RMm): 13,010.7

Market cap (US$m): 3,199.1

3-mth avg daily t'over (US$m): 20.8

Price Performance (%) 
52-week high/low RM12.30/RM5.35

1mth 3mth 6mth 1yr YTD

(16.1) 7.0 9.8 76.1 27.4

Major Shareholders %

Tan Sri Lim Wee Chai 29.4

EPF 9.6

Firstway United Corp 5.1

FY18 NAV/Share (RM) 1.89

FY18 Net Debt/Share (RM) 1.09

PRICE CHART 
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ANALYST(S) 

Chan Jit Hoong, CFA, CPA 
+603 2147 1980 
jithoong@uobkayhian.com  

Thinking For Tomorrow 

Like many other manufacturers, Top Glove is embracing Industry 4.0 applications. With 
rising cost pressures, these initiatives will be rewarding over the long haul. Separately, 
the dispute with Adventa Capital has escalated, but if given a choice, management 
prefers an amicable solution. Nevertheless, Top Glove remains as the second priciest 
proxy to the sector. Also, the stock is trading at +2SD to its five-year forward PE. 
Maintain SELL and target price of RM7.80.  

WHAT’S NEW 

 Management update. We met up with management recently and this note highlights the 
key takeaways, which also touched on some of Top Glove’s Industry 4.0 initiatives. 

STOCK IMPACT 

 With consistent cost pressures from various areas, Top Glove has been mitigating the 
impact through: a) product mix improvement (higher proportion of surgical gloves), b) 
innovation (further reduction of glove weight), and c) productivity gains from automation of 
manufacturing lines via Industry 4.0 applications. New technologies being adopted include: 
a) vision camera system (to replace workforce involved in glove quality inspection), b) 
SCADA system (automate production line control), c) immersion burners (a more efficient 
heating system), d) mold holders with lower heat absorption to reduce energy loss, and e) 
auto insertion of gloves into boxes. 

 Growing tension with Adventa Capital. While the legal dispute with Adventa Capital is still 
on-going (note the Mareva injunction in Malaysia was unsuccessful, but is now under 
appeal), Top Glove has opted to lodge a police report on them last week, claiming criminal 
breach of trust. Although the situation has somewhat escalated, management is still hoping 
for an amicable solution outside of court or any third-party interference. Top Glove 
maintained they have strong evidence against the vendors of Aspion. Management shared 
that M&A activities moving forward will be done with more care and stringent scrutiny, 
despite profit guarantees and warranties being part of any deals. 

 Impairment amount still undeterminable. We believe a potential one-off impairment 
charge on Aspion is in the cards. That said, there is still no clarity on this matter. We 
understand the segregation of goodwill and intangibles exercise is on-going, therefore the 
financial impact cannot be reliably determined at this juncture. Assuming the impairment 
charge is RM640m (overvaluation figure), we estimate Top Glove's book value per share of 
RM1.77 as at 3QFY18 may decline by 28%. 

KEY FINANCIALS 
Year to 31 Aug (RMm) 2016 2017 2018F 2019F 2020F

Net turnover  2,889 3,409 4,187 4,946 5,361
EBITDA  556 502 698 794 872
Operating profit  448 390 573 663 737
Net profit (rep./act.)  361 333 470 517 585
Net profit (adj.)  361 333 470 517 585
EPS (sen) 29.1 26.8 37.3 41.0 46.4
PE (x) 35.0 37.9 27.3 24.8 21.9
P/B (x) 6.9 6.3 5.4 4.9 4.4
EV/EBITDA (x) 25.9 28.7 20.6 18.1 16.5
Dividend yield (%) 1.4 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3
Net margin (%) 12.5 9.8 11.2 10.5 10.9
Net debt/(cash) to equity (%) 9.6 6.8 57.6 51.4 43.3
Interest cover (x) 78.0 79.5 43.4 15.7 19.6
ROE (%) 21.1 17.4 21.4 20.6 21.0
Consensus net profit  - - 442 515 571
UOBKH/Consensus (x)  - - 1.06 1.00 1.02
Source: Top Glove, Bloomberg, UOB Kay Hian 
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 Expansion plans intact. With Aspion on board, Top Glove is now capable of producing up 
to 57.5b gloves p.a.. The expansion timeline for Factory 32 (early-19) is unchanged while 
Factory 31 has commenced operations last month. When fully running, Top Glove’s 
enlarged manufacturing capacity will balloon to 64.9b gloves p.a. (+13%). The new lines are 
for nitrile gloves, which should raise capacity mix in this space to about 40% from 30% 
currently. Management intends to achieve a 50:50 nitrile-to-latex glove production split by 
2020. In addition, the company has kick-started its condom business in June but has yet to 
commercialise the product. 

 Speed bumps ahead? Going forward, there is a rising threat of slower demand as we 
observe tapering forward orders. Top Glove shared that it has 40-45 days of sales backlog, 
implying they are sold out until Aug-Sep 18; this is shorter than 1QFY18's level of 60 days 
(but similar to 2QFY18’s). Two possible reasons are: a) supply recovery in China as 
capacities restart after 2017's environmental clampdown, prompting price-sensitive F&B 
customers to switch back to using vinyl gloves (more economical), and b) customers 
adopting a wait-and-see attitude since more nitrile glove supply capacity will be coming on-
stream in the near term. 

EARNINGS REVISION/RISK 

 No change to our forecasts. Key upside risks include: a) recovering the RM715m from 
Adventa Capital, b) market share gains, c) more bona fide sizeable value-accretive M&As, 
and d) US dollar appreciating markedly vs the ringgit. 

VALUATION/RECOMMENDATION 

 Maintain SELL and target price of RM7.80, based on 18x 2019F EPS. This is +0.5SD 
above its 5-year forward mean PE of 16x but below the sector's 26x. The premium is fair as: 
a) Top Glove has been making steady headway into the generally faster-growing nitrile 
glove space, and b) despite the negative development at Aspion, the group is still touted as 
the no.1 surgical glove player globally. That said, the discount to the glove sector is 
warranted, considering its relatively stretched balance sheet (net gearing of 0.8x vs peers' 
average of 0.1x). Likewise, our PE-ROE regression analysis suggests pegging the stock at 
18-20x forward PE. 

 Post-bonus issue, our target price would be RM3.90, excluding the potential dilution from 
full guaranteed exchangeable bonds conversion into new Top Glove shares pending more 
details of the exercise. 

SHARE PRICE CATALYST 

 Supply-demand imbalance structurally driving up ASP. 

 More meaningful bona fide M&As contributing to higher inorganic growth. 

 Innovative product offerings to disrupt the marketplace. 

 REGRESSION ANALYSIS (PE VS ROE) 
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5-YEAR FORWARD PE BAND 
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KEY ASSUMPTIONS FOR TOP GLOVE 
Year to 31 Aug FY18F FY19F FY20F 

Sales volume growth 15% 6% 9% 

Utilisation rate 85% 85% 85% 

ASP (US$ / 000’ pcs) 21.20 21.62 21.84 

Latex price (RM / kg) 5.00 5.10 5.20 

Exchange rate (RM / US$) 4.15 4.10 4.05 
Source: UOB Kay Hian 

KEY ASSUMPTIONS FOR ASPION 
Year to 31 Oct FY18F FY19F FY20F 

Sales volume growth - 9% 4% 

Utilisation rate 77% 67% 70% 

ASP (US$ / 000’ pcs) 45.43 46.79 48.19 

Earnings after tax (RMm) 81.0 40.0 64.0 
Source: UOB Kay Hian 
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PROFIT & LOSS     
Year to 31 Aug (RMm) 2017 2018F 2019F 2020F

Net turnover 3,409 4,187 4,946 5,361

EBITDA 502 698 794 872

Deprec. & amort. 112 125 131 135

EBIT 390 573 663 737

Total other non-operating income n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Associate contributions (1) 1 1 1

Net interest income/(expense) (6) (16) (51) (45)

Pre-tax profit 383 558 614 693

Tax (51) (84) (92) (104)

Minorities 0 (5) (5) (5)

Net profit 333 470 517 585

Net profit (adj.) 333 470 517 585 

 BALANCE SHEET     
Year to 31 Aug (RMm) 2017 2018F 2019F 2020F

Fixed assets 1,523 1,748 1,918 2,082

Other LT assets 161 1,147 1,147 1,147

Cash/ST investment 240 238 174 82

Other current assets 1,016 1,798 1,947 2,028

Total assets 2,941 4,932 5,186 5,339

ST debt 315 315 315 315

Other current liabilities 482 863 932 970

LT debt 62 1,295 1,217 1,036

Other LT liabilities 66 66 66 66

Shareholders' equity 2,007 2,379 2,638 2,930

Minority interest 9 14 18 23

Total liabilities & equity 2,941 4,932 5,186 5,339 
     
CASH FLOW     
Year to 31 Aug (RMm) 2017 2018F 2019F 2020F

Operating 429 521 635 737

Pre-tax profit 383 558 614 693

Tax (51) (84) (92) (104)

Deprec. & amort. 112 125 131 135

Associates 0 (1,370) 0 0

Working capital changes (40) (121) (80) (43)

Other operating cashflows 25 1,412 62 56

Investing (156) (1,720) (300) (300)

Capex (growth) (447) (350) (300) (300)

Investments 0 (1,370) 0 0

Proceeds from sale of assets 12 0 0 0

Others 279 0 0 0

Financing (207) 1,198 (399) (530)

Dividend payments (182) (235) (259) (292)

Issue of shares 4 137 0 0

Proceeds from borrowings 0 1,233 0 0

Loan repayment (30) 0 (78) (181)

Others/interest paid 1 62 (62) (56)

Net cash inflow (outflow) 67 (2) (64) (92)

Beginning cash & cash equivalent 224 240 238 174

Changes due to forex impact (51) 0 0 0

Ending cash & cash equivalent 240 238 174 82 

      
KEY METRICS     
Year to 31 Aug (%) 2017 2018F 2019F 2020F

Profitability     
EBITDA margin 14.7 16.7 16.1 16.3

Pre-tax margin 11.2 13.3 12.4 12.9

Net margin 9.8 11.2 10.5 10.9

ROA 11.9 11.9 10.2 11.1

ROE 17.4 21.4 20.6 21.0

     
Growth     
Turnover 18.0 22.8 18.1 8.4

EBITDA (9.7) 39.0 13.8 9.9

Pre-tax profit (13.4) 45.6 10.0 13.0

Net profit (7.8) 41.2 10.1 13.1

Net profit (adj.) (7.8) 41.2 10.1 13.1

EPS (7.8) 38.9 10.1 13.1

     
Leverage     
Debt to total capital 15.7 40.2 36.6 31.4

Debt to equity 18.8 67.6 58.1 46.1

Net debt/(cash) to equity 6.8 57.6 51.4 43.3

Interest cover (x) 79.5 43.4 15.7 19.6 
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Disclosures/Disclaimers 
 
This report is prepared by UOB Kay Hian Securities (M) Sdn. Bhd. ("UOBKHM") which is a licensed corporation providing investment 
advisory services in Malaysia. 
 
This report is provided for information only and is not an offer or a solicitation to deal in securities or to enter into any legal relations, nor an 
advice or a recommendation with respect to such securities.  
 
This report is prepared for general circulation. It does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the 
particular needs of any recipient hereof. Advice should be sought from a financial adviser regarding the suitability of the investment 
product, taking into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any person in receipt of the 
recommendation, before the person makes a commitment to purchase the investment product. 
 
This report is confidential. This report may not be published, circulated, reproduced or distributed in whole or in part by any recipient of this 
report to any other person without the prior written consent of UOBKHM. This report is not directed to or intended for distribution to or use 
by any person or any entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or any other jurisdiction as UOBKHM 
may determine in its absolute discretion, where the distribution, publication, availability or use of this report would be contrary to applicable 
law or would subject UOBKHM and its associated persons (as defined in the Capital Market Services Act 2007) to any registration, 
licensing or other requirements within such jurisdiction.  
 
The information or views in the report (“Information”) has been obtained or derived from sources believed by UOBKHM to be reliable. 
However, UOBKHM makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such sources or the Information and UOBKHM 
accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss or damage arising from the use of or reliance on the Information. UOBKHM and its associate 
may have issued other reports expressing views different from the Information and all views expressed in all reports of UOBKHM and its 
connected persons are subject to change without notice. UOBKHM reserves the right to act upon or use the Information at any time, 
including before its publication herein.  
 
Except as otherwise indicated below, (1) UOBKHM, its associated persons and its officers, employees and representatives may, to the 
extent permitted by law, transact with, perform or provide broking, underwriting, corporate finance-related or other services for or solicit 
business from, the subject corporation(s) referred to in this report; (2) UOBKHM, its associated persons and its officers, employees and 
representatives may also, to the extent permitted by law, transact with, perform or provide broking or other services for or solicit business 
from, other persons in respect of dealings in the securities referred to in this report or other investments related thereto; (3) the officers, 
employees and representatives of UOBKHM may also serve on the board of directors or in trustee positions with the subject corporation(s) 
referred to in this report. (All of the foregoing is hereafter referred to as the “Subject Business”); and (4) UOBKHM may otherwise have an 
interest (including a proprietary interest) in the subject corporation(s) referred to in this report.  
 
As of the date of this report, no analyst responsible for any of the content in this report has any proprietary position or material interest in 
the securities of the corporation(s) which are referred to in the content they respectively author or are otherwise responsible for.  
 
IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES FOR U.S. PERSONS  
 
This research report is prepared by UOBKHM, a company authorized, as noted above, to engage in investment advisory in Malaysia. 
UOBKHM is not a registered broker-dealer in the United States and, therefore, is not subject to U.S. rules regarding the preparation of 
research reports and the independence of research analysts. This research report is provided for distribution by UOBKHM (whether 
directly or through its US registered broker dealer affiliate named below) to “major U.S. institutional investors” in reliance on the exemption 
from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”). All US persons 
that receive this document by way of distribution from or which they regard as being from UOBKHM by their acceptance thereof represent 
and agree that they are a major institutional investor and understand the risks involved in executing transactions in securities.  
 
Any U.S. recipient of this research report wishing to effect any transaction to buy or sell securities or related financial instruments based on 
the information provided in this research report should do so only through UOB Kay Hian (U.S.) Inc (“UOBKHUS”), a registered broker-
dealer in the United States. Under no circumstances should any recipient of this research report effect any transaction to buy or sell 
securities or related financial instruments through UOBKHM. 
 
UOBKHUS accepts responsibility for the contents of this research report, subject to the terms set out below, to the extent that it is 
delivered to and intended to be received by a U.S. person other than a major U.S. institutional investor. 
 
The analyst whose name appears in this research report is not registered or qualified as a research analyst with the Financial Industry 
Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) and may not be an associated person of UOBKHUS and, therefore, may not be subject to applicable 
restrictions under FINRA Rules on communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research 
analyst account. 
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Analyst Certification/Regulation AC  
 
Each research analyst of UOBKHM who produced this report hereby certifies that (1) the views expressed in this report accurately reflect 
his/her personal views about all of the subject corporation(s) and securities in this report; (2) the report was produced independently by 
him/her; (3) he/she does not carry out, whether for himself/herself or on behalf of UOBKHM or any other person, any of the Subject 
Business involving any of the subject corporation(s) or securities referred to in this report; and (4) he/she has not received and will not 
receive any compensation that is directly or indirectly related or linked to the recommendations or views expressed in this report or to any 
sales, trading, dealing or corporate finance advisory services or transaction in respect of the securities in this report. However, the 
compensation received by each such research analyst is based upon various factors, including UOBKHM’s total revenues, a portion of 
which are generated from UOBKHM’s business of investment advisory.  
 
Reports are distributed in the respective countries by the respective entities and are subject to the additional restrictions listed in the 
following table. 

General This report is not intended for distribution, publication to or use by any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of 
or located in any country or jurisdiction where the distribution, publication or use of this report would be contrary to 
applicable law or regulation. 

Hong Kong This report is distributed in Hong Kong by UOB Kay Hian (Hong Kong) Limited ("UOBKHHK"), which is regulated by 
the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong. Neither the analyst(s) preparing this report nor his associate, 
has trading and financial interest and relevant relationship specified under Para. 16.4 of Code of Conduct in the listed 
corporation covered in this report. UOBKHHK does not have financial interests and business relationship specified 
under Para. 16.5 of Code of Conduct with the listed corporation covered in this report. Where the report is distributed 
in Hong Kong and contains research analyses or reports from a foreign research house, please note: 
(i) recipients of the analyses or reports are to contact UOBKHHK (and not the relevant foreign research house) in 
Hong Kong in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, the analysis or report; and  
(ii) to the extent that the analyses or reports are delivered to and intended to be received by any person in Hong Kong 
who is not a professional investor, or institutional investor, UOBKHHK accepts legal responsibility for the contents of 
the analyses or reports only to the extent required by law. 

Indonesia This report is distributed in Indonesia by PT UOB Kay Hian Sekuritas, which is regulated by Financial Services 
Authority of Indonesia. Where the report is distributed in Indonesia and contains research analyses or reports from a 
foreign research house, please note recipients of the analyses or reports are to contact PT UOBKH (and not the 
relevant foreign research house) in Indonesia in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, the 
analysis or report. 

Malaysia Where the report is distributed in Malaysia and contains research analyses or reports from a foreign research house, 
the recipients of the analyses or reports are to contact UOBKHM (and not the relevant foreign research house) in 
Malaysia, at +603-21471988, in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, the analysis or report as 
UOBKHM is the registered person under CMSA to distribute any research analyses in Malaysia.  

Singapore This report is distributed in Singapore by UOB Kay Hian Private Limited ("UOBKH"), which is a holder of a capital 
markets services licence and an exempt financial adviser regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Where 
the report is distributed in Singapore and contains research analyses or reports from a foreign research house, please 
note:  
(i) recipients of the analyses or reports are to contact UOBKH (and not the relevant foreign research house) in 
Singapore in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, the analysis or report; and  
(ii) to the extent that the analyses or reports are delivered to and intended to be received by any person in Singapore 
who is not an accredited investor, expert investor or institutional investor, UOBKH accepts legal responsibility for the 
contents of the analyses or reports only to the extent required by law.  

Thailand This report is distributed in Thailand by UOB Kay Hian Securities (Thailand) Public Company Limited, which is 
regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission of Thailand. 

United 
Kingdom 

This report is being distributed in the UK by UOB Kay Hian (U.K.) Limited, which is an authorised person in the 
meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act and is regulated by The Financial Conduct Authority. Research 
distributed in the UK is intended only for institutional clients. 

United States 
of America 
(“U.S.”) 

This report cannot be distributed into the U.S. or to any U.S. person or entity except in compliance with applicable 
U.S. laws and regulations. It is being distributed in the U.S. by UOB Kay Hian (US) Inc, which accepts responsibility 
for its contents. Any U.S. person or entity receiving this report and wishing to effect transactions in any securities 
referred to in the report should contact UOB Kay Hian (US) Inc. directly. 
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